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THE VICTORIANS FORTY YEARS AFTER
[An Essay Review]
Benjamin Franklin Fisher IV
The University of Mississippi
Later nineteenth-century British writers have come a long way in
 
the public mind since readers opened the ground-breaking
 
book on the  
pre-eminent Victorian poet, Tennyson Sixty Years After (1948), by
 Paull 
F.
 Baum, to whom tribute is paid elsewhere in UMSE. As Baum  
himself pointed 
out,
 his was the first overview book about Tennyson’s  
career and writings to come out in a quarter of a century. Then, 
as
 we  
know, the Victorians were just beginning to gain a measure of academic
 respectability, a situation that might
 
be timely to remember in our  own  
age, when they have long since won acclaim from all varieties of
 students and general readers alike. In the 1940s, the conceptions of
 Lytton Strachey and those who shared his debunking frame of mind
 remained as
 
a substantial  shadow over the ready credence for any cultural 
greatness inherent in the Victorian age. Several recent publications,
 some of them directly connected with Tennyson, however, have made
 the Victorians far more accessible than they were when Baum engaged
 his subject,
 
and therefore th y may well deserve our consideration.
We turn first to a magisterial edition of Tennyson’s verse, which
 could merely have been dreamed of four decades ago. Hallam Tennyson’s
 gift of many of his father’s manuscripts to Trinity College, Cambridge
 University, in 1924, carried with it a prohibition against publishing
 those documents. Therefore full-dress editing had to be deferred.
 Fortunately, the ban was removed in 1969, and the benefits to
 Tennyson
 
readers are  evident in Christopher Ricks’s new, three-volume,  
The Poems of Tennyson (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
 California Press, 1987). This edition supersedes his work in a single
 volume (1969). The text follows that in the Eversley Edition (nine
 volumes, generously annotated, 1907-8), prepared by Hallam
 
Tennyson,  
collated with the last, one-volume, edition that Tennyson himself had
 revised
 
(1894). Poems subsequently brought out by  Hallam and Charles  
Tennyson, some additional verse (generally trivial), and selected variant
 readings from manuscripts are added. The poems are arranged
 chronologically, or as chronologically as possible (see Ricks’s remarks
 on ”In Memoriam” and ’’The Epic," p. xviii), with cross-references for
 clarity as regards matters of composition and publication. Ricks also
 wisely places Idylls of the King as a unit at the end of Volume Three.
 Ample annotations are supplied for all. Although the Trinity College
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apiece) just as concisely pack it in. Smaller fish in the Victorian ocean
 
are also netted in Mitchell’s inclusive gathering, G. W. M. Reynolds,
 Anne Manning, Thomas Wright, Edmund Yates, to cite a few, among
 them. Topics range anywhere from “Poetry and Poetics” to “Poverty,”
 from “Sensation Novel” to “Sewing Machines,” “Christian Socialism”
 to “Christmas,” “Newgate Novel” to “Nursery and Nanny,” through
 medicine, religion, police and law subjects-and on, and on, and 
on. Mitchell planned well, and her contributors have demonstrated a like
 thoroughness and clarity. A good deal of the stodginess that was for
 many years associated with Victorianism has, rightly, vanished with
 time’s forward movement, and Victorian Britain will give
 
great impetus  
to hastening the disappearance
 
of any vestiges of disapprobation because  
it throws new light into many shadowy corners. Going beyond the
 pointed coverage of
 
the greats in terms of figures or topics, Mitchell’s  
book gives balanced entries on Mary Elizabeth Braddon and Wilkie
 Collins, 
or,
 topically, Supernatural Fiction, long ranked as stepchildren  
in accounts of nineteenth-century fiction, but now ever more readily
 drawing serious study. Equally 
sensible
 information about the Aesthetic  
Movement, Decadence, or the Rhymers’ Club 
is
 convenient, as it was  
not some thirty, much less forty, years since. Mitchell’s index makes




As a companion for Mitchell, The Stanford Companion to
 Victorian Fiction, ed. John Sutherland (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford
 University Press, 1989), might by its title seem to be more restrictive,
 but it daunts us with a similar embarrassment of riches. Sutherland’s
 own work in Victorian
 
fiction has won  high  accolades, and the extent of  
his knowledge and critical perceptions about his chosen field, as it
 informs this book, 
is
 unquestionable. His stated aim of revealing  
expansions within the canon of Victorian fiction is given solid
 testimony-a weak phrase, to say the least-through The Stanford
 Companion, and the work will doubtless serve as a starting point for
 many future studies of note. Used together, in fact, the Mitchell and
 Sutherland books support ideas about canon changes in Victorian
 studies 
overall.
 Recollecting the same proffered thirty years mentioned  
above as a time frame, I note that 
no
 overall sketch of Ella D’Arcy  
(even if Sutherland’s own is terse), who was always mentioned when
 The Yellow Book was the subject, but without amplification, 
was
 to be  
had. Had Sutherland’s entry, which covers so much ground within so  
brief a compass, then been available, Ella might far more rapidly have
 drawn much more attention than she has received, saving for what
 appears in Katherine Lyon Mix’s A Study in Yellow (1960). Her short
2
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fiction falls within that body of
 
fine, but neglected, work in this vein  
that abounded as the nineteenth turned into the twentieth century. Ella
 D'Arcy is but one among great numbers of overlooked authors and
 authorship from the last century: where else has such detailed
 information been packed into such compact space, say, on Mary
 Cholmondeley, Mrs. W. K. Clifford, Mrs. J. H. Riddell, or on Dark
 Blue, “Detective Fiction,” “New Woman Fiction,” “Newgate Novel,”
 “Newby and Co.,” or hosts of other interesting, yet-to-be-discovered
 people and the workings of literary publication?
Similar to the structuring in Mitchell's book, Sutherland's entries
 
are arranged alphabetically. At the end of each he cites sources of
 information (these are keyed on p. 4). One of his signal points, explicit
 and implicit, is the inescapable importance of Victorian
 
periodicals for  
the study of Victorian fiction. At present, when many literary
 periodicals in particular
 
have folded their wings, and  when the  rage for  
instant knowledge
 waxes
 apace, Sutherland's observations are pertinent.  
Works by Thomas Hardy and
 
Henry  James have often  been held up as  
demonstation models for
 
entanglements in texts, when transformations  
from periodical(s) to hardcover(s) publication(s) is central, but the
 student who
 
goes to old periodicals, and not those on the British side of  
the Atlantic alone, will uncover many other such snarled
 bibliographical, and thus critical, circumstances. Very little attention
 has been devoted, for example, to Wilkie Collins's changes from serial
 to novel, although they would repay study. Another form of
 serialization, most notably cited when Dickens is the subject, 
is
 the  
issue of fiction in
 
monthly papercover installments. Because durability,  
or lack of it, in nineteenth-century paper and bookmaking has been
 much discussed, and
 
deplored, for the  past several decades, such items  
are often troublesome to consult. We can
 
but  wonder whether they  will  
become even more difficult to locate after the passage of a few more
 years. Not limited to periodicals that were often house organs,
 publishers exercised
 
many other types of control  over writers of fiction,  
as did that byword institution in Victorian literature, Mudie's
 Circulating Library (and others of
 
its kind). One famous case in point  
was the Mudie refusal to promote George Meredith's The Ordeal of
 Richard Feverel, which obstacle caused the aspiring novelist much
 grief. These influences are brought to the fore in Sutherland's book, as
 they deserve to be. Another great boon for those who turn to The
 Stanford Companion comes at the end, in the appendices of “Proper
 Names and Pseudonyms” and “Maiden and Married Names.” Via 
such aids to the reader of our own far distant day, even more handicaps to
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I could continue, but all essays must conclude. The works above
 
will take deserved places in any public or private library where the
 reading of and scholarly-critical work on Victorian literature is
 conducted with seriousness. Marvelously, in this era of slovenly
 proofreading and kwik publishing, the books noticed above are
 exceptionally well prepared and processed. They are also sturdily made,
 as well they might 
be:
 Ricks’s Tennyson 's Poems costs $225;  
Victorian Britain $125; The Stanford Companion $80, and the Lang-
 Shannon Tennyson Letters better 
than
 $100. All manifest the removal  
of barriers
 
to better understanding of Victorian life and writing that were  
much more formidable in the 1940s than most that might currently
 exist. To circle back, I remark that the numbers of books about
 Tennyson alone has mounted to industry proportions. The provocation
 of thought about that man and his poetry seems to be well nigh
 inexhaustible. Those who decades 
ago
 were considered pioneers because  
they turned thoughtful attention to the Victorians would no doubt be
 pleased to see what 
is
 reviewed here. Their own labors, after  all, have  
gone toward creating the foundations of much that we might find in
 those books. As with the medical profession, which of late years keeps
 turning up vitality in hitherto unattended areas of the human body, the
 Victorians have repeatedly sustained 
new,
 and sometimes stronger old,  
dra ing-card viability through the efforts of the dedicated, but not
 plodding, workers who bring to us the titles in this survey.
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